INTRODUCTION
How does language enable and constrain organizational cognition and action (Hirsch, 1986) ? What, if any, is the autonomous role of language in linking culture and individual action in organizations (DiMaggio, 1997) ? This paper addresses these questions theoretically by building on and linking two independent approaches to vocabularies and language from sociology and from the cognitive sciences. The first approach was initially developed by Mills (1939 Mills ( , 1940 who argued persuasively for connecting thought and culture via vocabularies. This approach has had limited impact on organizational research, except for a little notice passage in Meyer and Rowan (1977) on vocabularies of structure. The second approach builds on a neoWhorfian revival among cognitive scientists and the emerging prominence of the claim of linguistic relativism-not that language determines what can be thought, but that language influences what routinely does get thought (e.g., Gentner and Goldin-Meadow, 2003) . We argue that this principle of linguistic relativism has major implications for the study of organizations.
We combine the two approaches to develop a new perspective on language in organization theory-that social systems develop specialized vocabularies of organizing that structure organizational thought and action.
The vocabulary of strategic management provides an example. Beginning in the 1960s and 1970s, a new vocabulary of business and corporate strategy began to take hold in management consulting firms, academia, and large U.S. industrial corporations. Linguistic terms such as experience curves, sustainable competitive advantage, barriers to entry and exit, switching costs, and core competencies emerged and became the established vocabulary of business under the rubric of strategic management. This socially constructed vocabulary gained ascendancy over the older, alternative vocabularies of business policy and long-term planning to become a taken-for-granted guide for what corporations are supposed to do and business leaders are supposed to think about. With the vocabulary of strategic management now being dominant, a strategic orientation on business becomes not just a rhetorical option to describe and influence behavior, but constitutive of corporate practices, central to managerial culture of senior executives, and an institutionalized logic that channels organizational cognition and action.
We extend prior discussions of vocabularies in three important ways. First, we propose a broader concept and expanded domain, vocabularies of organizing, to highlight how organizational actions and processes, even organizational change itself is constituted and understood through vocabularies. Second, we provide greater specificity by examining how vocabularies are systems of socially constructed linguistic categories. Third, we link sociological perspectives on culture and institutions with theories and research on individual cognition (DiMaggio, 1997) to provide a set of principles and mechanisms by which vocabularies of organizing shape cognition and action in organizations. In doing so, we view language as a primary mediator between culture, cognition, and social action, and as a bridge between individual, group, organizational, and field levels of analysis. Finally, we examine the implications of our theory for empirical research.
VOCABULARIES OF ORGANIZING Definitions
To elucidate our theoretical development we first propose a series of definitions.
Vocabularies are structured systems of words developed within social systems to articulate a 5 specialized domain of practice or activity. We differentiate among three dimensions of the words that comprise vocabularies: linguistic expressions, referents, and meanings By linguistic expressions we signify the written and oral symbols of language, including both single word terms (e.g., manager, director, strategy, or conglomerate) and compound word terms (e.g., strategic alliance, Chief Executive Officer, or multidivisional firm). Linguistic expressions are the labels by which words are identified. By referents we signify the concrete or abstract objects, situations, and practices referred to by a word. For example the referents of Vice President are the occupants of the positions with title of Vice President. By meanings we signify the socially constructed rules (Giddens, 1984) that comprise the semantic content of expressions by which both expressions and their referents are understood. To use the philosophers' vocabulary, meanings are word intensions, whereas referents are word extensions.
A vocabulary of organizing is a dynamic system of words developed within social systems to articulate a domain of organizational practices. The content of vocabularies of organizing includes not only references to formal structures of organizations as in Meyer and Rowan (1977) , but also organizational roles, processes, systems, and techniques employed in the formulation and implementation of organizational practices. Examples of vocabularies of organizing include vocabularies of executive roles (including Chairman, CEO, CFO, COO, President, Vice President, Director, Division Head, staff, line) , vocabularies of business strategy (including strategic planning, strengths-weaknesses-opportunities-threats, sustainable competitive advantage, core competence, experience curve), and GE's corporate human resources vocabulary (including boundaryless, workout, vitality curves, Six Sigma) . Each of these vocabularies comprises a set of interrelated terms for explicating specific areas of organizational activities. In studying vocabularies of organizing, we highlight the importance of 6 specific words and their linguistic expressions, the interrelations among terms, and how the specific words acquire and change their meaning and affect action.
Prior Theoretical Foundations
In developing the concept of vocabularies of organizing, we begin with the work of Mills (1939, 1940) , who linked cognition, culture, and social structure via vocabularies:
We may 'locate' a thinker among political and social coordinates by ascertaining what words his functioning vocabulary contains and what nuances of meaning and value they embody. In studying vocabularies, we detect implicit evaluations and the collective patterns behind them, -'cues' for social behavior. A thinker's social and political 'rationale' is exhibited in his choice and use of words (Mills, 1939: 678) . Mills (1940) further developed the construct of vocabularies through the example of "vocabularies of motive" -terminologies of justifications for people's actions (taken from cultural sources), and situated in a given time, place and social group: …Men discern situations with particular vocabularies and it is in terms of particular vocabularies that they anticipate consequences of conduct. Stable vocabularies of motives link anticipated consequences and specific actions…In a societal situation, implicit in the names for consequences is the social dimension of motives. Through such vocabularies types of social control operate…Institutionally different situations have different vocabularies of motive appropriate to their respective behaviors (Mills, 1940: 906) .
Mills goes on to describe vocabularies of motives as strategies of action that influence behavior and action not only on the receiver of the message but on the part of the speaker. "When an agent vocalizes or imputes motives, he is not trying to describe his experienced social action. He is not merely stating 'reasons.' He is influencing others-and himself" (Mills, 1940: 907) .
Mills' conceptualization of vocabularies has had limited influence on organization theory. Meyer and Rowan (1977: 349) is an exception, proposing that categorical conformity to "vocabularies of structure" is one of the mechanisms by which institutions exert their effects.
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Building on Mills (1940) , Meyer and Rowan, in their seminal paper on institutions, highlighted the role of language in affecting isomorphism and among organizations. Vocabularies provide an account that protects the organization from having its conduct questioned. They argued, "the labels of the organizational chart as well as the vocabulary to delineate organizational goals, procedures and policies are analogous to the vocabularies of motives used to account for the activities of individuals " (1977:349) . By affixing the right vocabularies to organizational activities, organizations can mobilize commitments by internal and external participants and increase resources available to them. The set of claims concerning vocabularies is intriguing, but empirical research on them is lacking.
Cognitive science offers some complementary theory, empirical data, and evidence relevant to vocabularies (e.g., Murphy and Medin, 1985; Gentner, 2003) . Perhaps the most fully developed line of cognitive science research on vocabularies is Bowerman's (1996) work on categories of spatial relations. Bowerman's work identifies how different languages provide different sets of categories for spatial relations between objects.
Bowerman documents how speakers of different languages label spatial configurations to test the linguistic relativism perspective that language can shape categories, in contrast to the antiWhorfian hypothesis that language merely provides labels for categories that people develop independently by interacting with the world. Bowerman's (1996; Bowerman and Choi, 2001, 2003) work also shows that differences in how languages categorize spatial relations are consequential. For example, by about 18 months (before most children produce spatial terms in their own speech), children selectively attend to the dimensions relevant to spatial categorization in their language (Choi, McDonough, Bowerman and Mandler, 1999) . This research 8 demonstrates that language shapes cognition through categories that guide how people interpret and selectively attend to the world.
Categorization
Categorization, the process by which distinct category members are treated as equivalent, is one of the most fundamental and pervasive cognitive activities (Murphy, 2002) .Linking the implications from Bowerman's studies of natural languages to Mill's conception of vocabularies, we propose (and develop in greater detail below) that vocabularies used by groups, organizations, or social systems determine what categories people routinely invoke within those groups, organizations, or social systems. The linguistic relativism approach identifies categorization as the key mechanism by which vocabularies influence cognition and action.
Although social system members can in principle develop categories in the absence of language, vocabularies are largely responsible for coordinating which categories they actually do develop (Levinson, 2003 ). Bowerman's (1996) research provides clear empirical evidence on how language affects categorization. For example, the boundaries of the spatial relations category on need not have been set just so. In English, we say a pen is on the table, a ring is on the finger, and a picture is on the wall. In Dutch, these three kinds of spatial relations are lexicalized using three different words (op, om, and aan, respectively), whose categories are interpreted roughly as resting support, encirclement, and counteracting a pull towards separation (not entirely obvious categories to English speakers, we suspect-an apple is aan a tree but a bandaid is op a leg).
However, in Spanish, the English categories on and in are merged into one category, lexicalized using the word en. In contrast to these three languages, in Korean, there is a tight/loose fit distinction (kkita and nehta, respectively) such that a ring put on a finger and a cassette put in its 9 case are both kkita, but a ring put on a hook or a cassette put in a bag are both nehta. Thus language provide its speakers with socially constructed categories with which to view the world Accordingly, acquiring language facilitates the parsing of the world into events, participants, and abstract constructions in more complex ways that are likely to be possible absent language (Gentner and Loewenstein, 2002) .
Following the Neo-Whorfian perspective that language creates categories of thought for natural languages, language creates categories of thought for the specialized vocabularies of organizing. If language provides cultural variation for basic categories of spatial relations such as on, en, aan, and kkita in natural languages, the effects of language on the abstract categories typically comprising organizational vocabularies are likely to be even more substantial.
Consequently, we conclude that every word in a vocabulary of organizing constitutes a category of organizing activity. Vocabularies of organizing provide organizational members with specific categories with which to think and act. This may appear obvious for words that classify organizational members and their roles, such as CEO, consumer, or administrator, but it may be less obvious for terms such as strategy, culture, or net present value. To categorize is to create equivalence among members of the same category and differences between members of different categories. For example, a net present value defines equivalence between the processes of assigning a financial valuation according to a net present value calculation to different organizational projects, and a difference from assigning it value according to some other criteria, such as internal rate of return, payback, political calculation, or arbitrary predilection. By invoking the term net present value we are calling attention to a category of organizing activities favored by financial professionals, as distinct from other categories of activities. Similarly strategy and culture are categories of organizing activity, which create similarity between entities socially defined as strategic and cultural, respectively, and different from others defined as tactics, formal structure, accounting, or systems.
Proposition 1: Vocabularies of organizing provide social system members with a cultural system of linguistic categories to classify organizational practices.
The vocabulary of tenure provides an example. A tenure and promotion committee in a major business school incorporated into their vocabulary the words singles, doubles, triples (rarely), and home runs to classify and evaluate journal publications from faculty members from diverse departments and research fields. Obviously this categorization system was adopted by drawing from baseball-an adequately accessible sports metaphor. Most significantly, the granting of tenure has become associated with the publication of "home runs" versus lesser hits.
The classification, like home runs in baseball, appears unambiguous and of clear value (surely our group is comprised of heavy hitters and winners). The meaning of the category home run became established, both through analogies from baseball and, perhaps more importantly, from the identification of other referents that are socially labeled home runs (such as work accomplishments or consumer products). The vocabulary of tenure therefore provides a system of readily accessible categories for thinking about candidates and their publications and for making tenure and promotion decisions. This vocabulary shapes cognition and action by focusing attention on the merits of individual papers, rather than looking at the cumulative contribution of research papers.
Principles of Linguistic Categorization
Linking Neo-Whorfian perspectives on language and cognition with sociological perspectives on language, culture, and institutions we propose five theoretical principles by which the linguistic categories of vocabularies of organizing affect cognition and action in organizations. We present an overview of these principles, and then derive specific propositions that relate these principles to the effects of vocabularies of organizing on cognition and action. (Berger and Luckmann, 1967; Douglas, 1986) . The result is vocabularies of organizing that are externalized, distributed, and socially constructed systems of categories.
Through the process of social construction, linguistic categories legitimize, objectify, and reify organizational practices.
Principle 2: The material embodiment of linguistic categories. Consistent with both classical linguistic theory and with cultural theory (Schein, 1985) , organizational practices constrain the meaning of the linguistic categories that comprise vocabularies of organizing.
Lexical expressions serve to articulate (Wuthnow, 1989) (Simon, 1962) . The result is vocabularies of organizing that exhibit modularity. By allowing for segmentation, modularity allows relative autonomy for parts of vocabularies to be developed, borrowed and recombined with others.
Principle 4: The theorization of systems of linguistic categories. Vocabularies are structured systems of interrelated categories, and that structure of interrelationships conveys meaning beyond that of any particular word. People infer logics from the relations among categories. The implication is that social system development of vocabularies brings with it the imposition of logic onto organizational reality (Berger and Luckmann, 1967 ).
Principle 5: Linguistic categories selectively channel attention. We have described vocabularies as cross-level influences between culture, cognition and action. Prior organizational research (Ocasio, 1997) 
The Social Construction of Linguistic Categories
The principle of social construction of linguistic categories underlies both Neo-Whorfian (Tomasello, 1999) and phenomenological perspectives (Berger and Luckmann, 1967 ) on language and institutions but its implications for vocabularies have not been previously developed. We extend prior theory by proposing that vocabularies of organizing and their component linguistic categories are constructed by social systems. Such social systems include both formally-organized systems (e.g., formal organizations, organizational subunits, committees, task forces, strategic alliances, and joint ventures) and informal social systems (e.g., informal work groups, social movements, communities of practice, strategic industry groups, and institutional fields).
The social construction of linguistic categories implies that social systems legitimate, objectify, and reify the linguistic expressions, meanings, and referents that comprise vocabularies of organizing. According to Berger and Luckmann (1967) , language serves as a critical instrument for legitimation and objectification of the world. In the establishment of this order language realizes a world, in the double sense of apprehending and producing it (Berger and 13 Luckmann, 1967: 173) Once a linguistic category is developed and institutionalized, the theoretical principle of social construction suggests that it constitutes an externalization of knowledge. Through the routine, unmarked usage of institutionalized vocabularies, people reify the distinctions implied by the words (cf. Berger and Luckmann, 1967) . Reification is the tendency to treat subjectively created categories as concrete perceptions and to treat those concepts as objective, tangible, and a product of nature. For example, the institutionalization of the vocabularies of strategy have turned the concept surrounding the word from a category of an intentional activity (i.e., one does not have a strategy unless one deliberately generates it) to an ontological objective material reality, independent of humans' conceptualization of the term or the associated activity (i.e., every firm has a strategy, whether emergent or planned).
Reified linguistic categories are powerful because they institutionalize agreements on what is the same and what is different. Classifying referents within the same category increases 14 their similarity, and classification in different categories decreases their similarity. Acquired equivalence and distinctiveness for category members has been shown for shaded squares (Goldstone, 1994) ; effects should be stronger for more complex categories (cf. Gentner and Boroditsky, 2001) , particularly given that social construction brings with it objectification and reification. Consequently, we propose the following:
Proposition 2: Vocabularies of organizing establish linguistic categories that are constitutive of similarities and differences among organizational practices.
By classifying organizational practices, the principle of social construction implies that vocabularies of organizing not only provide the constitutive foundation of organizational reality, but also generate a set of normative classifications that convey value, status and rank (Douglas, 1986) . Categorical distinctions among organizational practices have associated with them a set of social attitudes regarding the desirability and appropriateness of organizational practices, roles, structures, and activities. For example, the word strategic connotes a value and desideratum for an activity that exceeds that of tactical. Similarly an individual with a title of Chief Financial Officer will have greater status and standing than the top financial executive who may have the same implicit function but a different title. Previous research has confirmed this distinction that job titles in organizations are primary mechanisms for stratification, independently of the content of the job associated with the title (Strang and Baron, 1991) . While previous institutional analysis has established the cognitive and normative dimensions of institution as distinct, this analytical distinction does not take into account that the systems of classifications that constitute institutions are inherently constitutive of the normative order of social relations and group solidarity (Douglas, 1986) .
Proposition 3: Vocabularies of organizing establish linguistic categories that create normative valuations and rankings of organizational practices .
Material Embodiment
A wide variety of perspectives from classical semantics (e.g., Lyons, 1977) , diverse cultural theories (e.g., Geertz, 1975; Schein, 1985; Wuthnow, 1989) , social construction (e.g., Latour, 1979) and cognitive science (e.g., Barsalou, 1999) all concur in the principle that meaning is embodied in material practices, or from the perspective of vocabularies of organizing, organizational referents. This implies that when organizational members invoke a word in a vocabulary they invoke both a cognitive representation and a set of material referents that exemplify and embody the meaning of a word (Rosa & Porac, 2002) . Consequently, words and vocabularies, while socially constructed, are constructed not of raw cloth or thin air, but of a set of organizational activities and practices referred to by the words in a vocabulary. This principle of material embodiment suggests important constraint for the development, application, and use of vocabularies of organizing, For example, Wuthnow's (1989) analysis of communities of discourse as applied to vocabularies of organizing suggests that the selection of words and categories contained in vocabularies is conditional on the ability of the vocabulary to articulate with the environmentthat is to "fit" with the environmental situation. Failure of a vocabulary to articulate with an environmental reality will limit its applicability and use. While our conceptualization of vocabularies of organizing acknowledges that expressions, meanings, and organizational referents are loosely coupled, the problem of articulation suggests that as vocabularies and referents evolve, the meaning of words must seek to articulate with observations of organizational practices, or the words and categories will become irrelevant and fall into disuse.
Vocabularies articulate with observed organizational practices by three forms of accommodation: lexical accommodation (the addition and subtraction of expressions), conceptual accommodation (changes in meaning to articulate the expressions with their referents), and material accommodation (changes in organizational practices to fit meanings).
Social systems borrow available lexical expressions and adapt them to their own circumstances.
This means that category meanings are extended to cover new referents for new purposes. This is a path of least resistance, and leads to both opportunities and problems. For example, it means that part of establishing successful communications with new people is determining their social identities such that one knows which vocabularies are warranted (Clark, 1998) .
For example, vocabularies of strategy lexically accommodated the category restructuring during the 1980s, and the meaning of the word restructuring accommodated as various forms of changes in structure were named and understood as intentional efforts to change organizations to improve organizational effectiveness and to enhance productivity. The restructuring framing gained ascendancy during the decade as it was able to articulate a large variety of organizational change activities observed and practices, and we suspect that practices and even what was seen as having been observed were accommodated to the restructuring category. The accommodation of practices is perhaps more clearly in evidence in strategic management. As the vocabulary of strategic management developed to describe organizational behaviors and activities, corporations (with the aid of strategy consulting firms) adopted organizational practices to conform to the new vocabulary. To account for the three forms of change we propose the following:
Proposition 4: Vocabularies of organizing articulate with changing organizational realities through three complementary processes: lexical accommodation, conceptual accommodation, and material accommodation.
Linking social construction to material embodiment. Because vocabularies are developed and used by social systems, they are socially and historically situated (cf. Wittgenstein's (1953) notion of language games). One result of the combined effect of the principle of social construction with the principle of material embodiment is that the same expressions may have different meanings in different specialized, or localized vocabularies. For example, the word Vice President means something different in a commercial bank, where the title is ubiquitous and the power of the occupant limited, than in most industrial corporations, where the term is understood to imply a relatively higher status and rank. As another example, the word strategy has a different meaning in the domain of military strategy than in the domain of general management. A second result of vocabularies being situated is that the same objects and activities may be described using different vocabularies, with different accompanying meanings. Mills (1940) One group's taken for granted framework for understanding and communicating may be incomprehensible, quaint, or mere spin to another group (Mills, 1939) .
As neo-institutional theories make clear, social construction processes are shaped by macro institutional forces (Meyer and Rowan, 1977; Boli, Thomas, Meyer, and Ramirez, 1987) .
Both organizational fields and societal systems exert coercive and normative pressures that are likely to lead to isomorphism in the use of words across organizations (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983 ). There are ample opportunities for such mechanisms to operate: social systems are partially nested, people belong to multiple social groups, and borrowing expressions from other social groups on the basis of fairly brief contact is easy, as suggested by the sociolinguistic work on contact between languages (Thomason, 2001) . And the mechanisms can in fact be seen: for example, Glynn and Abzug (2002) found evidence of what they termed symbolic isomorphism in the diffusion of common names for organizations While isomorphic pressures occur over expressions, meanings, and their referents, their loose coupling accompanied by the material embodiment of meaning suggests that the same linguistic expressions utilized across social systems are likely to refer to different kinds of organizational practices with variations of meaning to accommodate variations in practices.
Consequently, we propose the following:
Proposition 5: Normative and mimetic pressures on isomorphism generate greater lexical isomorphism than material isomorphism, with conceptual accommodation between words and their referents resulting from local variations in organizational practices.
Modularity of Linguistic Categories
Vocabularies of organizing are hierarchical systems of linguistic categories, in the sense of Simon (1962) , where vocabularies are constituted as sets of interrelated individual categories that can be segmented into groups of categories, or sub-vocabularies. For example, general vocabularies of management can be grouped into sub-vocabularies of strategy, corporate governance, finance, marketing, human resources, operations, administration, and accounting, among others, and each of these domain vocabularies contains more specific sub-vocabularies.
More generally, Simon (1962) suggests that hierarchical systems, such as vocabularies, are likely to develop into nearly decomposable nested systems of modules and relations between modules.
Thus, vocabularies are nearly decomposable into sub-systems of sets of interrelated words, which in turn are nearly decomposable into other subsystems, and so on, until we reach the level of individual categories.
In terms of the effects of vocabularies on meaning, the strongest structures are within the smallest modules, and accordingly weaker forces are important at higher levels of analysis. For example, meanings structure individual categories, contributing to the heightening of within category similarity and between category differences discussed previously. Relations between categories are the next strongest force, and are the most noteworthy aspect of sub-systems of interrelated words, as we will discuss shortly. For the moment, we will take up the issue of modularity itself. As pointed out by Simon (1962; see also Holland, 1995) , both for organizational study and for cognitive psychological study, modularity simplifies systems, making them more stable and capable of faster and more substantial change.
Division of linguistic labor. Vocabularies of organizing articulate organizational activities, roles, and so forth. Members are differentially responsible for using, knowing, and defining words. Management students learn words from vocabularies of, for example, finance, accounting, human resources, and strategy. They are expected to understand (but play no role in defining) those words, and to have some sense of how the words relate to each other. For example, managers may not know what financial derivatives are, but nonetheless they will use the term, have some sense of who is responsible for them, and assume that they are largely irrelevant to hiring practices. That is, general management vocabularies borrow modules from specialized areas, leave the internal complexities of those modules to the specialized technical experts, and generally rely on their being nearly decomposable. Lawyers have a somewhat different vocabulary than managers, and corporate, environmental, and patent lawyers speak differentiable dialects whose words denote the categories those distinct communities have developed. As partially autonomous groups, they have developed partially autonomous vocabularies. Specialization can be more than just making further distinctions between 20 categories in one module. It can also include combining portions of different available vocabularies. For example, Fine (1996) has described the language used by restaurant workers, noting how this group has drawn upon and modified, for example, portions of available business and arts vocabularies to construct their own particular vocabulary. They lifted modules deemed applicable to their circumstances and recombined them to fashion a way of talking about their activities.
The point is that within and across social systems, there is a division of linguistic labor (Putnam, 1975) . A social system's vocabularies are used within the group, and they are partially shared with outsiders. For most people, most of their words are borrowed from a specialized community that develops them and is responsible for their meaning. Specialized vocabularies (i.e., jargons) are signs that we do not know something that someone else does. Chunking. Modularity is an important property of vocabularies, yet we also argue that vocabularies play a role in the development of modules. Words unite sets of referents into categories, or sets of categories into systems. That is, people use words to chunk information, and thereby guide others to conceptualize the non-obvious chunk. What we are talking about is the lingo or jargon that any field can provide, from skateboarding to investing to cooking.
Merely learning the basics, from kickflip ollies to operating profit margins, to blind baking, means appreciating and concretizing non-obvious structures. The more categories get chunked into abstract categories within a vocabulary, the more structure the vocabulary conveys. Further, the words package the systems in particular ways, providing interpretations and suggesting linkages to other modules. For example, organizational climate was a type of hygiene factor in human resources vocabularies, but organizational culture is considered a top management priority. Although many of the specific activities are the same, the different categories (climate vs. culture) place the activities within different modules, altering their meaning, role and status within the larger sphere of organizational practices.
Chunking, like other kinds of modularity, yields two important cognitive benefits: flexibility and simplification. Flexibility is critical for establishing categories along new sets of distinctions. For example, labeling both politeness in the workplace and subscribing to one's local public radio station as "cooperation" (as is done by social dilemma researchers) encourages people to recognize and form an abstract schema capturing the dynamics of individual and joint gains, losses, and motivations. Alternatively, labeling workplace politeness and wearing workplace attire as acts of "conformity" (e.g., to role norms, as is done by role theorists) entails constructing a different schema capturing information about social norms, power, and symbolic action. Thus, vocabularies provide chunks that allow for powerful generalization at the cost of 22 choosing a particular perspective. In selecting a perspective, chunking also simplifies by reducing the amount of information one needs to consider-if we call it an act of cooperation, we shortly disregard other possible interpretations and conceptually represent it with that schema. Although people can only keep a few items in mind at once, expertise allows ever larger patterns to be represented by a single item (Miller, 1956; Chase and Simon 1973) .
Accordingly, chunking systems of categories into a higher order category encourages people to mentally represent that schema, and thereby free up resources such that they can consider comparisons or analogies between that system and another one. Also, having chunked, say, strategy, facilitates generating combinations such as strategic management, strategic intelligence, strategic marketing, and so forth.
Proposition 7: Vocabularies of organizing chunk organizational activities, which facilitates recognizing the relations within the activity and comparing the structure of the chunked activity with that of other organizational practices.
Theorization of Linguistic Categories
Thus far, we have discussed influences of individual categories and of sets of categories on cognition and action. Here we turn to the structure imparted by relations among categories.
Specifically, relations among categories convey the broader logics for which the categories name components. It is not just the categories but also the relations among categories that influence people's understandings. For example, the neo-Whorfian claims about language influencing thought extend beyond category level effects to system effects driven by consistencies in what categories denote. For example, English verbs tend to describe manner of motion-walk run, skip-but Spanish verbs tend to describe path-enter, exit, cross-and this difference should alter how people interpret events (Slobin, 2003) . Institutional theorists are also interested in the role that taken-for-granted logics of action play in constraining cognition and action; here we link those discussions explicitly to language. We discuss two kinds of logics: individual and institutional. We use the term individual logic expressly to parallel institutional logic, as an individual generates their logic as they understand the system of categories as used by their social system. Just as there is a correspondence between an individual's mental concepts and a social system's categories, so too is there a correspondence between one's individual logic and the social system's logic.
Individual logics. Individuals generate mental representations of their understandings of
categories: concepts to represent categories, and individual logics to represent systems of categories and the relations between them. Individual logics are often called folk or naïve theories in psychology and anthropology, and are used to discuss people's understandings of, for example, the self (Dweck, 1999) , biology (Carey, 1985) , and natural kinds (Medin and Atran, 1999 ). Individuals need not possess the complete vocabulary to form some kind of model, and nor must those models be accurate or precisely shared. The social use of the vocabulary will foster agreement on how the words are used -most tightly on the expressions, less so on their simple meanings, and still less so on the larger framework of which they are part. The loose coupling allows space for disagreement, local adaptations, and idiosyncratic interpretations of the existing models based on divergent experiences with referents and other vocabularies. Still, vocabularies provide individuals with the need and some of the means for constructing interpretations extending beyond local word meanings. People are obligated to represent prominently those factors that distinguish categories and to interpret how words are combined in use. People are particularly vigilant to instances close to category boundaries, and to differences that would lead to differential categorization within their operative vocabulary of organizing. In short, constructing a logic entails making some bits of information more important than others; precisely which information, of course, is driven by the particular categories in the vocabulary.
The result of drawing inferences to construct an individual logic is that one is constructing a framework for deciding how to act. Logics guide interpretations, set expectations, and suggest potential actions. For example, although virtually all of the many empirical studies of the prisoners' dilemma game do not label the game matrix for the experimental participants, researchers use a consistent set of labels in their research reports (e.g., cooperate and defect are standard labels for the choices), and those labels influence their interpretations of the results (for a related discussion of the influence of metaphor in social dilemmas, see Allison, Beggan and Midgley, 1996) . The researchers' labels influence participants as well: for example, they induce higher rates of cooperation, and lead some people (despite complete experimental anonymity) to say that they cooperated because they wanted to think of themselves as cooperators (Loewenstein, Zhong and Murnighan, 2003) . Mills (1939 Mills ( , 1940 ) made a similar argumentvocabularies provide interpretations that then motivate and justify particular actions. A more recent claim is that vocabularies provide toolkits for thought and action (Palmer, Kabanoff, and Dunford, 1997) . We claim they serve this function through guiding people to form individual logics.
Proposition 8: Vocabularies of organizing imply individual logics and thereby provide their members with frames for action.
Institutional Logics. Vocabularies are also, as mentioned previously, externalized, distributed, and socially managed. They are thus an important part of the content of-and imposition of logic onto-culture. For these reasons, vocabularies of organizing bear some responsibility for carrying the cultural models described by cognitive anthropologists (e.g.,
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D' Andrade and Strauss, 1992) and the logics of action described by institutional theorists (e.g., Fligstein, 1990; Thornton and Ocasio, 1999) . Or, from a different perspective, the study of how vocabularies are created, changed, and die should be a key part of understanding cultural evolution (Tomasello, 1999) . Thus, vocabularies of organizing provide one answer to DiMaggio's (1997) question about how what we call categories (he called them schemas; a term we reserve to refer to mental representations) aggregate into cultural or institutional logics: they join into systems of categories developed and coordinated through language. The relations among words, exemplified through their use and packaging into stories, convey a social system's understanding of its domain of activity. The process by which individual level logics of action aggregate into collective level understanding is through institutionalization of meaning (Zucker, 1977) . Institutionalization should be accompanied not only by increased use and legitimacy of vocabularies of organizing, but also by increasingly regular and systematic relations among its categories. One means is the process of theorization by management intellectuals (Guillen, 1994; Strang and Meyer 1994) , whereby socially constructed agreements emerge on core meanings for the terms and about their relations to each other. Thus the logic offered by language described by Berger and Luckmann is at least in part due to the increasingly orderly systems of categories resulting from increasing institutionalization of vocabularies of organizing. Consequently, we propose the following: Proposition 9: Institutional logics emerge as the logics of action implicit in vocabularies are selected and retained at the collective level through processes of institutional legitimation and theorization.
Linguistic Categories and selective attention
Both neo-Whorfian (e.g., Tomasello, 1999) and institutional (Thornton and Ocasio, 1999) theorists highlight selective attention as a major link between culture, cognition and action.
Linguistic categories orient people to aspects of their experience, including those that they may not otherwise notice (Tomasello, 1999: 158) . Thus a key means by which vocabularies affect cognition and action is by making some organizational issues more salient than others (Fiske and Taylor, 1991) . For example, using the words economic value, financial restructuring, or priceearnings ratio, part of the vocabulary of shareholder value, will trigger attention to financial and stock market valuation, as well as to responses of institutional investors. Other stakeholders are likely to receive less attention when organizational participants are communicating using a vocabulary of shareholder value. We examine two major influences of vocabularies on selective attention: accessibility and relevance.
Accessibility. To attend to something, it must be present, either in immediate perception or retrieved from memory. That is, selective attention presumes that particular information is accessed from the multiple varieties of information that are potentially available. There are innumerable possible categories we might form, and vocabularies guide people to construct those that their social groups use. Thus, vocabularies of organizing prompt people to utilize and access concepts that they would otherwise be extremely unlikely to form (Devitt and Sterelny, 1987; Levinson, 2003) . That is, vocabularies are used according to setting and social group, and hence social situations carry norms about which vocabularies to access and consequently which categories to use. Accordingly, institutionalized vocabularies should make inevitable the use of particular vocabularies and hence the retrieval of particular categories. Vocabularies of organizing are constitutive of organizational reality if the concepts invoked by words are automatically determined as a result of habit (Hunt and Agnoli, 1991) . This can be functional-27 technical vocabularies are valuable precisely because they foster making useful categories consistently available (Forbus, Gentner and Law, 1995) . To the extent that people need to do interpretive work, language use would then interact with cognitive processing in a constructive dialectic (Clark, 1996) . But if people relinquish the opportunity to judge and simply automatically invoke a conventional category, then they are both free to think about something else but constrained by whatever categories happen to be accessible. Defaults exert powerful effects on system behavior. Consequently:
Proposition 10: Vocabularies of organizing establish what categories will be habitually invoked and what will be habitually forgotten.
Relevance. All word use entails choosing a label, such as the company CFO, my boss, Jane's husband, my squash partner, or the guy with the loud shirt, and thereby conveying some perspective on the situation at hand (Clark, 1997) . The choice directs attention and provides guides for what inferences to make (Grice, 1975; Sperber and Wilson, 1986; Levinson, 2000) .
That is, using vocabularies means conveying what you deem relevant. Thus all word use distorts in some way. Categories that words invoke are schematic models, simplifying and altering aspects of referents to fit their mold. Some aspects may be deemed causally central according to their individual logic, and hence more indicative of category membership and more important to preserve in the representation (Kim and Ahn, 2002) . For example, analytic therapists considered a man seen on a videotape substantially more "disturbed" if he was labeled a patient than a job candidate (Langer and Abelson, 1974) . It is also likely that unseen but consistent aspects of the referent will be filled in and that unrelated aspects will be dropped (Bartlett, 1995 (Bartlett, [1932 ; Bower, Black and Turner, 1979) . For example, people rated cars as having higher speeds and claimed (falsely) to have seen broken glass when asked the leading question "About how fast 28 were the cars going when they smashed into each other?" (Loftus and Palmer, 1974) . Finally, consider again the home run metaphor adopted by a promotion and tenure committee. This way of evaluating candidates focuses on the contributions made in single publications, in contrast to other base metaphors or abstractions (e.g., pearl necklaces or programmatic contributions, two alternative evaluative categories used in the tenure and promotion processes at two other major business schools). That is, alternative (sub-)vocabularies for roughly the same domain of meaning might exist and suggest alternative schemas for organizing information, social roles (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002) and for determining issues and answers to attend to (Jackson and Dutton, 1977; Larrick and Blount, 1997) .
Thus, attention guides people to dimensions important to the categories they use, and away from dimensions known to be irrelevant to those categories. And further, attending to either of these dimensions is easier than attending to dimensions that are neither relevant nor known to be irrelevant (Goldstone and Steyvers, 2001 ). Thus, vocabularies of organizing are the primary means by which we socially coordinate what to notice, what we agree to ignore, and what we will be collectively unaware of. There is an important institutional consequence.
Imposing a particular vocabulary not only imposes a particular frame, it hinders later re-framing, because for the latter you are starting with a biased sample of information (Brandiamonte and Gerbino, 1993; Moreau, Markman and Lehmann, 2001) . Because of selective attention, people's conceptions of reality should conform to the vocabularies' categories.
Proposition 11: The invocation of a particular expression in a vocabulary of organizing will orient organizational members towards particular issues and answers consistent with that vocabulary.
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH
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Vocabularies of organizing provide opportunities for examining the content of culture and institutions. Most institutional research on organizations has emphasized institutional processes such as isomorphism, legitimacy, and institutionalization. The content of institutions has been less studied, with work on institutional logics an important exception (Thornton and Ocasio, 1999) . When researchers do examine content, there is a tendency for them to generate their own interpretations of that content rather than examine the social group's own articulation of it. Examining vocabularies entails maintaining more of the community's own categories. Put another way, the etic construction of categories by researchers is the norm in organizational research, and vocabularies of organizing provide a means and rationale for taking emic categories into consideration. Finally, organizational researchers' interest in cognition has tended to come at the cost of ignoring language, due to assuming that language is a transparent indicator of underlying cognition. We suggest that vocabularies are both distinct from cognition (as discussed previously) and worth studying in their own right. And vocabularies are accessible to research. Vocabularies of organizing can be directly observed through transcripts and written documents. By tracing vocabularies over time, there is an opportunity for associating them with patterns of thinking and action. What follows is a brief overview of the kinds of research approaches one might undertake to study vocabularies.
Tracing the use of specific words. There are a variety of methods and reasons for examining specific words. For example, one might trace the use of particular quotes, phrases, metaphors, or names over time (e.g., Abrahamson, 1996) . Google occasionally reports use over time for highly topical words. A creative example comes from Wolff, Medin and Pankratz (1999) , who traced the use of labels for trees through Oxford English Dictionary quotations selected from works written across a 400 year span as a gauge of the general public's level of knowledge about natural kinds (it has decreased). One can also examine the diffusion of a word by social group or context. For example, Fiss and Hirsch (2002) traced the usage of globalization by industrial, technological, financial, and consumer oriented firms based on newspaper and press release mentions from [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] [1991] [1992] [1993] [1994] [1995] [1996] [1997] [1998] . Another reason to trace specific words is for evidence of a particular speaker's influence. A specific null hypothesis is that the more power a speaker has, the more likely they are to be quoted rather than interpreted (cf. Bakhtin, 1986) . Examining specific words might also show open or tacit negotiating over how a topic should be framed.
Tracking whether people use the same versus different expressions for the same referent provides a measure of frame negotiation, with two speakers using contrasting expressions in their dialogue providing the clearest example of negotiation (e.g., in a courtroom debate, E. Clark, 1997) . A final example is to examine word origins by examining how people spontaneously generate new labels in the course of some activity (referential communication tasks; Krauss and Fussell, 1996) . For example, what may be a temporary label that calls attention to prominent and disambiguating features ("the high gray wedge-shaped handle") may be used repeatedly by the group, who in the process of turning it into an established name shorten it ("wedge handle") (cf. Brennan and Clark, 1996) . Referential communication tasks can reveal, for example, what cues participants tend to use for their naming conventions, and what kinds of repairs are needed among people using differing vocabularies for the same task (for preliminary suggestions, see, e.g., Markman and Makin, 1998; Weber and Camerer, 2003) . The eclecticism of the above questions is matched by the variety of methods used to examine them. Some might use discourse or text analysis (including computer assisted text analysis, or CATA) of naturally occurring speech or text. Others take an experimental approach.
Tracing the use of kinds of words. A similar variety of methods and reasons exists for examining kinds of words. Sociolinguists examining how words are used in particular contexts (e.g., internet chat rooms versus a company memo) might assess, for example, sets of words that indicate the level of formality (cf. Halliday, 1978) . Or, personality and clinical psychologists have examined texts for evidence of, for example, positive emotion, self-centeredness, or words related to death. To do so, they typically use "dictionaries," which, instead of tallying individual words, score any of a variety of words (perhaps even words used in a particular way) as examples of a category. For example, cognitive complexity might be scored by looking for long words, words for cause, or words for insight (Pennebaker et al, 2003) . Some organizational scholars have capitalized on this work, particularly in the case of using psychologically oriented dictionaries (Huff, 1990) . These points raise an important methodological point: as a rough guideline, the more words one wishes to examine, the more the use of computers is desirable, and the less contextual richness is preserved.
Tracing the use of many or all words. It is now feasible for most academics to gather and run analyses on all or nearly all words in a large amount of text (e.g., 8,000 annual reports filed in the last five years, Kabanoff and Abrahamson, 1996) . Abrahamson and Hambrick (1997) provide a nice example of why one might want to do so: looking at 14 industries, they examined words a given industry used more or less frequently than cross-industry averages (i.e., a measure of what different industries were and were not talking about). They also assessed the degree of variation of word use within industries as an indicator of the latitude available to attend to different aspects of their environments. Another reason to examine an entire corpus is to trace patterns of co-occurrence (within some unit of text -e.g., a phrase, sentence or paragraph) of words in a corpus of text. Most approaches are related to the factor analysis of high-dimensional 32 vector spaces (i.e., the vector matrix of co-occurrences of all words in a text), such as latent semantic analysis (LSA; Landauer and Dumais, 1997) and the hyperspace analogue to language (Burgess and Lund, 2000) . These methods provide a means for examining similarity between either words or texts. Words are similar to the extent that they tend to be used with the same other words. Texts are similar to the extent that they maintain the same co-occurrence patterns of words. Two organizational applications might be to assess which of two articles had greater influence on subsequent writings, and to derive an alternative measure of group membership by using textual similarity rather than, say, SIC codes. This methodology presents a more complex but more powerful approach to examining the influence of a given text on a speech community.
A different approach is to examine the network formed by word meanings themselves. These have been claimed to show a small world structure, similar to social network structures (Steyvers and Tenenbaum, 2003 ). An implication is that one could use the structure of word meanings as a measure of a word's origins. These are only some of the many tools developed to examine large amounts of texts; there is an entire field, corpus linguistics, that creates and uses methods to study language (e.g., Biber, Conrad and Reppen, 1998) .
Additional considerations. Finally, we should point out that there are vast areas of language analysis that we have not broached here. To point out just one of many examples, we mentioned the sociolinguistic study of variation, but did not discuss variation in how social groups pronounce words, a major area of research (Labov, 1994; Eckert, 2000) . In short our research review is far from comprehensive. We further acknowledge a cautionary note to studying vocabularies. Vocabularies presumably mark the key aspects of the conceptual knowledge about which people communicate. What goes unlabeled may be merely irrelevant, or it may be foundational but implicit.
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Focusing on vocabularies of organizing as distinct characteristics of institutional and organizational culture facilitates empirically examining the content of culture in addition to its processes (DiMaggio, 2002) . For example, much of what is claimed to be shared cognition can probably be captured by the socially maintained categories of vocabularies of organizing.
However, vocabularies of organizing, unlike cognitive processes, leave material traces through written texts or recordings of speech. Accordingly, researchers need not be limited to generating categories to classify aspects of social systems under study, but can also use the categories those in the social system are using. In brief, the empirical examination of texts provides opportunities to operationally determine the explicit linguistic content of culture, gain insight into socially constructed categories as they are used, and perhaps draw inferences about individuals' conceptual structures as a result.
CONCLUSIONS
Language influences virtually every aspect of interest to social science. We see this as a great opportunity to integrate discussions of processes and structures at different levels of analysis (e.g., individual, group, organization and field), of different kinds (e.g., social and cognitive), and over time. It is our belief that vocabularies are particularly well suited to serve as a unit of analysis (as opposed to, for example, individual words, the whole grammar, aspects of phonology, or conversational pragmatics) both because of their theoretical interest and their empirical tractability.
We rely on both sociological theory and cognitive science to develop our core assertion that vocabularies of organizing provide socially constructed systems of categories that classify organizational practices. Our paper contributes to theory by providing a specific mechanism, socially constructed systems of linguistic categories, to link culture, cognition, and action in organizations. While our theoretical propositions are consistent with prior research and theory from both the sociological and psychological domains, our contribution extends previous theory by providing explicit linkages between social systems, vocabularies, words, categories, concepts, practices, and logics of action that were not present in the previous literature of either sociology or cognitive science. Most sociological perspectives on culture and cognition (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991; Cerulo, 2002) do not explicitly consider language or vocabularies. Neither Mills (1939 , 1940 nor more contemporary perspectives on language in organizations (Hirsch, 1986; Fine, 1996; Fiol, 2002) explicitly consider how the effects of language are mediated through individual cognition. Similarly, while neo-Whorfian perspectives explicitly link language and cognition, the focus has been on natural languages and relatively simple and uncontested categories, with no attention to the culturally developed specialized vocabularies of interest to organizational scholars.
A specific contribution of our theoretical development is to focus on vocabularies as a level of analysis and to conceptualize vocabularies as systems of interrelated categories. This systems focus allows us to conceptualize culture as a system without relying on the view of culture as either integrated (Schein, 1985) or fully fragmented (Martin, 1992) . It also leads us to claim that although individual categories provide cultural and linguistic tools for innovation and change (Ashforth and Humphrey, 1997; Fiol, 2002) , these categories are understood as part of an interrelated vocabulary and an interrelated logic, albeit ones that are neither fully coherent nor integrated.
Our theoretical development contributes to institutional theory by allowing for both isomorphism and variation to result from institutionalized vocabularies. Our discussion of these topics aimed to balance the role of vocabularies of organizing in constraining thought and action 35 with their role as sources of creativity and change. Vocabularies reify categories and thereby entrench their selective models of the world, making it easier and more likely for social system members to use those categories instead of others. The reality of organizational structures and practices accommodates to the conceptualizations inherent in the vocabularies. However, such simplification allows existing categories to combine with others or to be used as analogies to new topics, both within and, because social systems are partially nested, across vocabularies of organizing. Just because old words are entrenched does not mean there are no new words. Thus, vocabularies of organizing simplify reality, but simplification enables new forms of activity and practice.
Still, we have examined only a portion of what follows from our central claim. We have left largely undeveloped how social systems develop and modify vocabularies, and how and why particular vocabularies get used (because multiple are available). These topics entail a discussion of how social systems shape vocabularies both with respect to macro-institutional forces and selections from available vocabularies. Macro-institutional forces are the likely source of foundational metaphors and expressions from which to structure a new vocabulary.
The available vocabularies will establish what set of contrasts the early vocabulary will have to make. There will be historical shifts in vocabularies, not only because of external changes, but also because categorization depends on the sequence of encountered examples (Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin, 1956) . New generations of speakers will encounter different examples than their predecessors, thereby mandating changes in the vocabulary's categories. Another factor is that if vocabularies coordinate activity, then the nature of the coordination problem should influence vocabulary development. Finally, because the distribution of influence is skewed, the roles of resources, authority, social structure and contestation will play a considerably larger role in these future discussions of vocabulary development, change and selection than they have in the preceding ones.
We have also largely left unmentioned how vocabularies of organizing might allow for reframing and new insights into current realms of organizational theory. Nonetheless, we see this as a rich area of future analysis. To consider just one example, vocabularies of organizing would be useful to consider for the dynamics of innovation. If a research group speaks multiple vocabularies (cf. is functionally heterogeneous), this should foster drawing multiple analogies to current problems, thereby making it more likely that they will find a successful interpretation.
However, the more vocabularies spoken, the greater the challenge to mutual understanding within the group, and hence there is also risk of diminished performance despite enhanced potential. Face-to-face discussion of concrete activities and objects may aid in discovering and partially alleviating misunderstandings, and hence multiple vocabularies might be less disruptive in, say, microbiology labs (Dunbar, 1995) and product design groups (Hargadon and Sutton, 1997) than, say, organizational theory research.
A focus on vocabularies of organizing highlights the cultural and historical contingency of organizational practices and makes such contingency amenable to both theorization and empirical analysis. Many structural and economic perspectives on organizations assume, either explicitly or implicitly, that the objects of study are ahistorical organizations and that the objective of social scientific analysis of organizations is to search for transcendental generalizations unaffected by the history, language, and culture of organizations. We disagree.
We also disagree with the view that acknowledging the role of language, culture, and history only allows for interpretive social science and thick description. We are, of course, very far away 37 from a coherent theory of organizational language, culture, and history. We propose, however, that the concept of vocabularies of organizing provides a step in that direction.
